Deep Night: A Denver Heroes Novel

Sure to thrill readers of Nora Roberts and
Karen Robards, the breathtaking Denver
Heroes series from New York Times
bestselling author Kathy Clark continues as
two adrenaline junkies find themselves
fighting
unexpected
passionand
unspeakable terror.
Ex-soldier Chris
Wilson lost too many friends to war. Back
home in Denver, hes trying to make a
difference as a paramedic, treating victims
of crisis situations. Not even active combat
could prepare Chris for the rush he gets
when violence and tragedy collide, but the
job isnt the only thing making his heart
race. His partner is his closest confidant
from childhood, and the girl he remembers
is now a strong, sensual woman ... who
needs him more than ever. Sara Richards
is more comfortable risking her life than
asking for help. The petite blonde medic
put a wall around her heart long ago,
vowing to never let anyone hurt her again.
Only now her long-buried secrets threaten
to destroy everything shes built. And
though she should be able to trust Chris,
his smoldering blue-gray eyes ignite
desires that feel more dangerous than
whatevers lurking in the shadows. For
once, Sara cant go it alone. But Chris might
just be stubborn enough to stand by her
side as she faces down her worst
nightmare.Praise for Deep Night A deeply
touching story of a womans profound
healing, and the amazing man whos with
her every step of the way.USA Today
bestselling author Tina Wainscott This one
is totally recommended for fans of books
where the romance seems like a natural
evolution of life. The book reads like a
slice-of-life biography in a wayI totally
believe there are two EMTs in Denver
named Chris and Sara who spend their
nights saving lives and their days saving
each other, and I hope to run into them
someday.Romance & Smut Not the typical
romance ... I like how the main characters
complemented each other and helped each
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other
when
they
needed
each
other.Bibliophile Wonderland Reviews A
very wonderful love story ... I hope you
enjoy this book as much as I did.Kimmie
Sues Book Review
An emotionally
charged romance between two characters
that find peace and strength in each others
arms.Moonlight Rendezvous Includes a
special message from the editor, as well as
an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
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